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Figure 1: Understanding and interpreting outliers of the Wine dataset using Oui: (A) a Data Table showing raw data and allowing quick
searching; (B) a Data Overview displaying an overview of the whole dataset including both outliers and normal data; (C) an Algorithm
Matrix View displaying the diverse sets of outliers detected by different algorithms as well as the similarities between these outlier sets; (D)
a Value Distribution View allowing users to understand and interpret outliers by showing the attribute values of outliers and statistics of each
dimension in diverse contexts.
Abstract
Outliers, the data instances that do not conform with normal patterns in a dataset, are widely studied in various domains,
such as cybersecurity, social analysis, and public health. By detecting and analyzing outliers, users can either gain insights
into abnormal patterns or purge the data of errors. However, different domains usually have different considerations with
respect to outliers. Understanding the defining characteristics of outliers is essential for users to select and filter appropriate
outliers based on their domain requirements. Unfortunately, most existing work focuses on the efficiency and accuracy of outlier
detection, neglecting the importance of outlier interpretation. To address these issues, we propose Oui, a visual analytic system
that helps users understand, interpret, and select the outliers detected by various algorithms. We also present a usage scenario
on a real dataset and a qualitative user study to demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of our system.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentations]: User Interfaces—
Graphics user interfaces (GUI)
c 2019 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2019 The Eurographics Association and John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Outliers, the data instances that do not conform with normal patterns in a dataset [CBK09], are widely studied in different domains,
such as cybersecurity [BG16], social analysis [SKV10], and public health [WMCW02]. For instance, in financial domain, typical
outliers include fraudulent transactions and tax evasion [PLSG10].
By analyzing outliers, experts can better understand suspicious
behaviors and improve the security and robustness of financial
systems [HPK11]. Another application of outlier identification is
data cleaning, i.e., removing noisy or erroneous values as a preprocessing step of data analytics. Numerous statistical and machine
learning techniques have been proposed to efficiently detect outliers from different perspectives [HPK11]. However, as different
domains usually have different considerations about outliers, there
is no “one size fits all” algorithm that universally works well. In
addition, the boundary between outliers and normal data is usually
blurry [CBK09,HPK11], leading to many false positives / negatives
during outlier detections. Hence, it is vital for users to further examine detected outliers in a post-detection phase, reason about the
defining characteristics of outliers, and justify whether their abnormal patterns are meaningful to specific domain requirements.
However, this is a challenging task as normal behaviors can be
defined in different levels of context [CBK09] and outliers may
present a wide range of abnormal patterns [DMAN13]. Outliers
not only include the data points that significantly deviate from the
whole dataset, but also incorporate the ones that have extreme values in its local neighborhoods or a small and isolated data cluster [CBK09,DMAN13,HPK11]. In addition, the underlying reason
that makes an outlier abnormal may also vary. For example, an outlier may have an extremely small or large value on a single dimension, or differ significantly on several dimensions [Foo18, KN99].
In the aforementioned financial fraud detection example, a transaction may be detected as an outlier because its transaction amount
is exceptionally high, while another outlier may be detected because a joint effect of unfamiliar recipient and irregular transaction
time [CBK09]. A successful outlier interpretation requires users to
dig deeply into various aspects of the data to identify the root causes
of why an outlier is identified and how it deviates from normal data.
Interactive visualization can benefit outlier interpretation in
many aspects by providing intuitive visual representations of data
and enabling users to flexibly explore outliers. For instance, by visualizing the data distribution of each attribute, users can closely
examine whether the outliers deviate significantly on certain dimensions. However, previous visualization techniques either do not
focus on outlier interpretations or lack the flexibility to inspect different perspectives of outliers and the corresponding context. Moreover, users may also need to examine potential outliers in various
customized contexts. Thus, it is necessary to develop an interactive visualization system that facilitates users to examine different
perspectives of outliers for interpretation and justification.
To tackle these challenges, we introduce Oui, an interactive visualization system that helps users explore, interpret, and justify
outliers in multi-dimensional datasets. We first build an Algorithm
Matrix View to summarize the outliers detected by a variety of algorithms. Users can also observe the diverse abnormal patterns and
freely select the context of outliers in the Data Overview. In ad-

dition, we propose a novel design that combines violin plots and
divergent bar charts in the Value Distribution View to depict the
statistical contexts and the attribute values of outliers. This design
allows users to inspect the underlying factors contributing to the
outliers abnormality. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• An interactive visualization system, Oui, to help users explore,
interpret, and justify outliers from diverse contexts.
• A novel design that combines violin plots and divergent bar
charts to visualize individual outliers and the corresponding context, thereby facilitating outlier interpretation.
• One usage scenario and a user study that demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of Oui.
2. Related Work
2.1. Outlier Detection Algorithm
For outlier detection, various algorithms have been proposed over
the past decades [CBK09]. Based on how they model normal data
or outliers, these algorithms can be mainly divided into six categories: statistical, distance-based, density-based, high-dimensional,
classification-based, and ensemble approaches [HPK11].
Statistical-based algorithms [BL74], such as Histogram-based
Outlier Score (HBOS) [GD12], assume that normal data follow
a certain distribution, and data items that strongly deviate from
this distribution are outliers. Distance-based algorithms [RRS00]
assume that normal data are close to their neighbors and can successfully identify outliers that are distant from their neighbors. K th
Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [HA04] defines the outlier score as the
distance between an item and its k-th nearest neighbor. When data
exhibit different local densities, distance-based algorithms may fail
to capture certain outliers that are distant from their local neighborhoods [HPK11]. Hence, Density-based algorithms (i.e., Local
Outlier Factor (LOF) [BKNS00]), which assume that data items
with much lower density than their neighbors’ are outliers, are
proposed. As many existing algorithms suffer from the curse of
dimensionality, high-dimensional approaches are proposed. These
approaches either find outliers in subspace [ZSK12] or build new
models for high-dimensional outliers directly, such as Angle-Based
Outlier Detection (ABOD) [KSZ08]. Instead of making assumptions about outliers, classification-based approaches [HHWB02]
attempt to detect outliers by building a classification model that
can distinguish outliers from normal data. Since labels of outliers
are usually not available, classification-based algorithms adapt to
build a one-class model (e.g., One-Class Support Vector Machine
(oc-SVM) [SSWB00]), which learns only the normal class. In this
case, outliers are data items that do not belong to the normal class.
Apart from using a single algorithm for outlier detection, outlier ensembles [GU16,ZCS14] combine multiple individual unsupervised
outlier detection algorithms to achieve non-trivial performance improvements. Isolation Forest (iForest) [LTZ08] explicitly builds an
ensemble of trees for the dataset, then identifies data items that have
short average path lengths as outliers.
In our system, to provide users with a comprehensive picture of
outliers, we select one representative algorithm from each category,
including HBOS, kNN, LOF, ABOD, oc-SVM, and iForest.

c 2019 The Author(s)
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2.2. Machine learning Interpretability
As machine learning models have been applied to many critical fields, such as financial and medical domain, the understanding and trust of these models become important for the successful deployment of these models [Lip16, Kim15]. Many work has
been proposed to interpret machine learning models, which can
mainly be categorized into three classes: feature analysis, surrogate
model, and example-based explanations. Feature analysis methods
include analyzing which features contribute most to the model decisions [Bre01] or describing the relations between features and
prediciton through partial dependence plots (PDP) [Fri01]. Based
on PDP, Prospector [KPN16] proposes a heatmap-based design to
support users understand how the feature change affects the predictions. A surrogate model is an interpretable model, such as decision trees [SFP∗ 07] and decision rules [Den18], that is learned to
approximate the original complex model. For instance, the method
proposed by Schetinin et al. [SFP∗ 07] interprets random forests by
selecting the tree with highest accuracy and confidence as the surrogate model. Apart from approximating models globally, Riberiro et
al. [RSG16] proposed local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) to explain individual predictions of machine learning
models by training local surrogate models. Example-based explanation methods explain the model decisions of individual instances
by referring to similar examples [Lip16]. This method originates
from case-based reasoning, which proposes that a new case can be
solved based on the solutions of similar cases. Among these categories, our paper incorporates the example-based reasoning and
feature analysis. By visualizing each attribute’s statistics, we support users to justify whether potential outliers are valid and which
attributes contribute most to the outlierness score. In addition, we
support users to compare a potential outlier with its neighborhood
points to understand whether and why a data point is an outlier.
Apart from general machine learning model interpretation, some
work focuses on interpreting outliers specifically. Existing outlier
interpretation work mainly focuses on finding the deterministic
subspaces that distinguish outliers from normal data items [KN99].
For instance, Knorr and Ng [KN99] attempted to provide explanations by finding out in which subspace the outliers are exceptional. Rather from the perspective of deterministic feature subspaces, Kriegel et al. [KKSZ11] attempted to interpret outliers by
unifying the outlier scores generated by different algorithms. Ninghao et al. [LSH17] proposed a Contextual Outlier INterpretation
method (COIN) that takes the local context of outliers into the consideration. Though these methods attempt to interpret outliers from
different perspectives, they are incapable of incorporating users’
domain knowledge and of allowing users to closely examine the
differences between outliers and normal data.
2.3. Outlier Visualization
Multi-dimensional data visualizations are often used to help users
understand and justify whether the auto-detected outliers satisfy the
domain-specific requirements. For example, dimensional reduction
techniques, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [Jol11]
or multidimensional scaling (MDS) [Dav91], project high dimensional data into low dimension to identify clusters and distinguish
outliers. However, they often cause information loss. Meanwhile,
c 2019 The Author(s)
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parallel coordinate plots [Ins85] and scatter plot matrices [BCS96]
can visualize all the dimensions of data at once. By depicting the
overall data patterns, these two methods can explore and detect
outliers to a certain degree. Unfortunately, they are insufficient for
many domains with more diverse data types, such as social media.
In addition to general multi-dimensional data visualization techniques, many designated analytic systems have been developed for
specific domains or data types. FluxFlow [ZCW∗ 14] is an interactive visualization system for detecting and analyzing anomalous
information diffusion on social media like twitter. Similarly, Cao
et al. proposed TargetVue [CSL∗ 16] to detect and visualize the
anomalous users in online communication systems. Combining the
powerfulness of outlier detection algorithms and the expressiveness of visualizations, these systems have demonstrated their usefulness in various domains and complex datasets. Recently, Cao
et al. [CLGD18] has further introduced a general visualization design, Z-Glyph, a family of glyphs to support the outlier detection of
multi-dimensional data from various domains. Nevertheless, these
aforementioned methods only focus on differentiating the individual outliers from the normal data, while neglecting a special kind
of outliers called rare categories, which lie in between the individual outliers and the predominant patterns. To tackle this issue, Lin et al. [LGG∗ 18] proposed a visualization system called
RCLens that assists users in exploring and identifying rare categories in the datasets by leveraging active-learning algorithms. Xu
et al. [XXM∗ 19] recently proposed a visual analytics system that
utilizes ensemble techniques to facilitate users accurately identify
outliers by aggregating multiple algorithms’ results while our approach focuses more on interpreting how outliers differ from normal data in different context. In summary, most visualization systems mainly focus on helping users detect outliers, while our system aims to enable users to interpret the auto-detected outliers and
justify whether these outliers satisfy domain-specific requirements.
3. Design Goals
Based on a literature review of papers from interpretable emachine
learning, data mining, and human-computer interaction fields and
an informal interview with a researcher focuses on outlier detection
in an industry research lab, we distilled the following design goals.
G1: Highlight the differences between outliers and normal
data from different perspectives. As the boundary between outliers and normal data is usually fuzzy, users need to examine how
outliers behave abnormally from different perspectives for better
decision making [Leo98]. To start, outlier score [BKNS00] can
help users quickly grasp the outlierness degrees of data that considered by algorithms. It is also necessary to examine both raw attribute values of outliers and statistics of attributes, including the
value distributions, the minimum and maximum values, etc. By
comparing the values with the statistics, users can assess whether
and how the detected outliers deviate from the normal data on certain attributes. Another crucial perspective is the relationships between an outlier and other normal data points, which allow users
to examine whether they form a cluster or how the outlier deviates
from the local clusters. Hence, our visualization system needs to
support highlighting the differences between outliers and normal
data from various perspectives.
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G2: Understand and verify outliers in different contexts. Outlier interpretation not only requires highlighting the differences between outliers and normal data, but also needs to examine outliers
in different contexts [LSH17]. Specifically, the context of an outlier is defined as a set of reference data points that are considered as
normal [KKZ10]. Accordingly, an outlier can be verified by comparing it with its context to examine whether this data point has
extreme values of certain attributes. Inspecting outliers in different
contexts helps users better justify whether the detected outliers deviate from normal data in a finer granularity. For example, apart
from the outliers that have extreme attribute values, some outliers
may only deviate from a local data cluster or a few neighbors. Capturing these “outliers in a local context” is useful for detecting subtle anomalies such as credit frauds. By allowing user to investigate
outliers with respect to different contexts, users can infer how outliers act abnormally in details.
G3: Compare outliers detected by different algorithms. Since
different outlier detection algorithms have different assumptions of
outlier characteristics, the detected outliers usually vary [FAP∗ 17,
ZCS14]. Instead of considering all the results as outliers with blind
faith, users usually need to select and filter appropriate ones based
on specific domain requirements. However, manually examining
outliers one by one can be time-consuming and takes great efforts.
As the outliers that are detected by the same algorithm may share
similar anomaly patterns, a more plausible way is to first observe
the defining outlier characteristics of different algorithms and then
exclude inapplicable results. For example, kNN method focuses on
detecting the outliers that significantly deviate from most data in
the dataset [DMAN13], while LOF method performs better on detecting outliers that only deviate from its local neighbors [GU16].
Users can then narrow down to a smaller subset of data items for
further exploration and analysis. Thus, comparing detected outliers
of different algorithms is necessary in filtering and selecting outliers that satisfy domain requirements.
G4: Support an interactive exploration and verification of
outliers. During the analysis process, the system needs to support various interactions to dynamically explore outliers and normal data. For example, users may need to select certain data points
as normal context to compare with outliers. Furthermore, as users
deepening their understanding of the data during the exploration
process, they may want to narrow down to a subset of outliers in
a local context for detailed examination. Therefore, it is crucial to
allow users to customize context and select outliers of interest. In
addition, when comparing outliers detected by different algorithms,
user may pay special attention to the outliers detected by certain algorithms of interest. Hence, allowing users to highlight the shared
or exclusive outliers detected by these algorithms is useful for comparison. To fulfill these requirements, a variety of interactions, such
as filtering, searching, and linking need to be supported.
4. Visual Design
Motivated by above design goals, we designed Oui, a web-based
interactive visualization system that supports users to flexibly identify, and more importantly, to interpret the detected outliers. Oui
contains a data processing module and a visual analysis module.
The data processing module computes a set of outlier candidates

for each selected outlier detection algorithm we selected. As shown
in Fig. 1, the visual analysis module contains three major views: 1)
a Data Overview (Fig. 1B) which provides users with an overview
of the whole dataset including both outlier candidates and normal
data; 2) an Algorithm Matrix View (Fig. 1C) which displays the diverse sets of outliers detected by different algorithms as well as the
similarities and differences among these outlier sets; 3) a Value Distribution View (Fig. 1D) which aims to help users justify whether
the detected outlier candidates are reasonably abnormal by showing
the distribution and statistics of each dimension in diverse contexts.
We also provide a Data Table (Fig. 1A) to allow users to load data
into our system and select outliers. A rich set of interactions is also
supported to link these different views and support users to dynamically explore data. We use Python to implement the data processing
module and utilize Flask to serve as the back-end server. The visual
analysis module is developed using D3.
4.1. Data Overview
The Data Overview aims at capturing the overall patterns of data
similarity and distribution to guide further exploration (G1). In addition, users can flexibly examine and select data points of interest
during their exploration (G4).
Many techniques can be utilized to visualize multi-dimensional
data, such as scatter plot matrices (SPM) [BCS96], parallel
coordinate plots (PCP) [Ins85], and dimension reduction techniques [Dav91, MH08]. SPM and PCP can reveal the correlations
between attributes and accurately represent a large number of data
points, but they are not space-efficient when dimension size increases. In contrast, although dimension reduction methods may
not accurately reflect the exact data distances in the original feature
space, it preserves similarities between data with good scalability.
Since this view is designed for users to get an overview of data,
we adopt dimensional reduction techniques to visualize data with
higher scalability. Specifically, we choose t-SNE [MH08] as it preserves a strong clustering effect on similar data items compared
with other methods such as Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) and
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In outlier interpretation settings, this feature helps highlight the abnormal data points that deviate from clusters. The multi-dimensional data are projected onto
a 2D space, in which similar points are placed closely to each other.
Each data point is encoded as a circle, where the circle color saturation encodes the number of algorithms that consider it as an outlier. Specifically, we use a sequential color scheme in which a white
color may indicate a normal data point while a dark blue circle may
suggest a highly suspicious candidate.
We also support various interactions to guide users further explore data in details. For example, the Data Overview supports panning and zooming to let users focus on a region of interest. This also
reduces the visual clutter problem when many similar data points
are positioned in a small area. When users hovering over a circle, a
radar chart [CVW11] will pop up to show the detailed information
of the data point. Users can also click on a circle to highlight the
corresponding data point. The previous selected data points will
also appear as light gray polygons in the radar chart for users to
compare in detail. To support users to flexibly customize various
contexts for outlier interpretation (G2), Oui also enables users to
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 2: Visual encoding of the Algorithm Matrix View: (a) the default mode that displays the outliers detected by a single algorithm
and different algorithm combinations and (b) the outlier score mode
that displays outlier score distribution of each algorithm.
select a subset of data points in the Data Overview as the context
and to update the Value Distribution View accordingly. Specifically,
the context mode is triggered by clicking the context button (as
shown in Fig. 1B). In this mode, users can draw a lasso to select
points of interest as the current context. If no point is selected by
the lasso, the whole dataset will be used as the context.
4.2. Algorithm Matrix View
Since different outlier detection algorithms have different assumptions on outlier characteristics, their detected outlier sets can be different and overlap with each other. Thus, we design the Algorithm
Matrix View to allow users to explore and compare the outlier detection results of different algorithms (G3). Users can explore outliers from the algorithm’s perspective and gain a preliminary understanding of different outlier categories to guide exploration (G1).
As shown in Fig. 2a, we employ a matrix-based design to display the outliers detected by each single algorithm and different
algorithm combinations. For an algorithm combination, the corresponding outliers are defined as the intersection of outliers detected
by individual algorithms contained in the combination. Each column represents a data point and we list all the data points that are
detected as outliers by at least one algorithm. Each row represents
an algorithm or an algorithm combination. At the beginning of each
row, we use an algorithm combination glyph that follows the set
visualization design proposed in UpSet [LGS∗ 14] to demonstrate
the corresponding algorithm combination. Specifically, each circle in the glyph represents a specific algorithm. All the algorithms
that belong to the corresponding row’s combination are marked as
solid black circles while the algorithms that are not in the combination are represented as small gray dots. For example, as shown
in Fig. 2a, the algorithm combination glyph in blue rectangle indicates that this row displays outliers detected by algorithm C. The
glyph in red rectangle indicates that the corresponding row shows
the outliers detected by both algorithm A and C. The order of the
algorithms is fixed and consistent for each row. The rows are sorted
based on the number of algorithms in a combination in an ascending order from top to bottom. By default, each matrix cell indicates
whether the corresponding data point is detected as outliers by all
the algorithms indicated by the algorithm glyph. The matrix cells
are sorted based on the number of algorithms that detect the corresponding data point as an outlier in a descending order from left to
right. By clicking on the Exclusive button (Fig. 1C), we can switch
c 2019 The Author(s)
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each row to show the outliers that are exclusively detected by the
corresponding algorithm or algorithm combinations. In this mode,
the algorithm glyph is shown as a white circle with black stroke
instead of small gray dots when the corresponding algorithms are
not in the combination.
The Algorithm Matrix View also supports various interactions to
help users highlight outliers of interest and examine detailed information. When users hover on the algorithm glyph, the corresponding row will be highlighted in red. Similarly, when users hover on
the matrix cell, the corresponding algorithm glyph and the whole
outlier column will also be highlighted in red. Instead of a single
“yes-or-no” answer, we support users to examine the outlier score
generated by each algorithm to compare outliers to a finer granularity. By clicking on the outlier score button (Fig. 1C), the rows that
represent a single algorithm will switch to the outlier score mode
as shown in Fig. 2b. In the outlier score mode, we use a sequential color scheme to fill each matrix cell circle where a darker blue
indicates a higher outlier score.
Design Alternative. Before adopting the current design, we
have also considered other design alternatives such as the radial
design. Each algorithm is represented by an uniformly-shaped nonoverlapping region arranged radially on a circle. To represent the
statistical information of the outliers detected by different algorithms, each region also includes a glyph that divide the corresponding outliers into multiple sets based on the number of algorithms that detect them as outliers concurrently. We aggregate the
outliers detected by an algorithm into groups according to their degrees, which corresponds to how many algorithms have detected
this outlier. For each set, outlier groups are represented by bars,
which are arranged radially inside the corresponding region. The
length of bar represents the size of the outlier group, where longer
bar indicates larger size. The curves linking different regions inside
the circle depicts the intersections of results between any two algorithms. The curve width represents the cardinality of the intersections. However, this design suffers from severe visual clutter problem resulting from link crossing when the number of algorithms
is large. Compared to the matrix design, the radial design is less
space-efficient. In addition, it is difficult to inspect how many algorithms have simultaneously detected a specific data item as an
outlier. For these reasons, we discard this design alternative and
adopt our current matrix design.

4.3. Value Distribution View
Though the Data Overview and the Algorithm Matrix View provide
users an overview of the detected outliers, users still need to drill
into a subset of interesting outliers to discover their anomalous patterns in detail. Therefore, we design the Value Distribution View to
allow users to interpret outliers by closely examining on which attributes the data points significantly deviate from the distribution of
normal context (G1). Apart from considering the whole dataset as
the context, users can also customize the context by lassoing nodes
of interest in the Data Overview (G2).
To compare outliers with normal data, we design this view to
display the information of normal context and outliers side by
side. The Value Distribution View is a list of horizontally arranged
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Figure 3: Visual encoding of the Value Distribution View in (a) the
absolute position mode and (b) the relative position mode. The context component is a violin diagram that illustrates the statistics and
distribution of the context on a dimension; The outlier component
part utilizes divergent bar charts to display the values and deviations of the selected outliers.
columns in which each column corresponds to an attribute. As
shown in Fig. 3a, each column consists of two components: the left
context component represents the statistics and distribution of the
context on this attribute while the right outlier component displays
the selected data points that are considered as potential outliers. We
also place a vertical axis between these two components to indicate
attribute values (increase from bottom to top).
In the context component, we use a violin diagram that consists
of a box plot [HN98] and a density plot to display the statistics of
the context. By default, the context refers to the whole dataset while
users can switch the context to any group of data items by lassoing
points of interest in the Data Overview. We position a vertical box
plot along the axis to encode the statistics of the context such as
the first quartile, the median, and the third quartile. The box plot
is used to indicate the critical attribute value thresholds which help
user assess whether an outlier has an abnormal value in the corresponding attribute. We also use a density plot to show the detailed
value distribution of context in which the flow width indicates the
number of data points residing in the corresponding value ranges.
In the outlier component, each horizontal bar, which consists of
a left red part and a right blue part, represents a specific data item.
Each bar is positioned vertically based on the actual value of the
corresponding attribute (absolute position mode). By default, the
outlier component shows all the detected outliers. Users can further select the data items that they consider as potential outliers in
the Data Overview or the Algorithm Matrix View to highlight them.
After selection, only the bars that represent the selected data items
are displayed along the vertical axis (sorted based on their values).
This enables users to observe the value distributions of the selected
data on a single attribute. We also enable users to quickly observe
whether the selected data have abnormal values on other attributes
from the horizontal bar. For each attribute, we choose the median
value of the current context as the baseline value of this attribute.
In this case, for each outlier, we can divide its attribute values into
two groups: one group A− that includes the attribute values below
the baseline values, and the other A+ that includes the attribute val-

(1)

where pli is the value of pi at attribute al , baselinel is the baseline
value of the current context on attribute al , and rangel represents
the total value range of the current context on al . Therefore, the
aggregated differences for the attribute values in group A− can be
calculated as: ∆(pi )− = ∑al ∈A− δal (pi ). Similarly, the aggregated
differences for the attribute values in group A+ can be computed as:
∆(pi )+ = ∑al ∈A+ δal (pi ). These bars help users obtain an overall
understanding of the deviation of the outlier in other attributes.
One potential issue of this view is that the horizontal bars can
overlap with each other when multiple selected points have similar values on an attribute. To improve the scalability, we enable
users to examine their relative order by uniformly spreading the
bars vertically (relative position mode). In this mode, we use light
gray curves to connect the horizontal bars to their real attribute values on the axis as shown in Fig. 3b. When hovering on a bar or a
connecting curve, all bars and curves that correspond to the same
outlier in all columns will be highlighted while the opacity of all
other bars and curves will be set to zero.
The absolute position mode can provide the accurate values of
outliers on each attribute directly via the positions of bars, thereby
allowing users to easily perceive the distributions of detected outliers. On the other hand, the relative position mode can avoid visual
clutter, so that users can clearly observe the outlier bars. Although
the relative position mode may require users to track the connecting lines to know the exact values, users reported that it is preferred
in our experiment. Therefore, we use the relative position mode by
default. However, users can switch to the absolute position mode
by clicking a button as shown in Fig. 1D.
Design Alternative. When designing the Value Distribution
View, we considered several design choices. We considered the
vanilla density plot and violin diagrams in designing the context
component. We choose violin diagram over density plot, as the violin diagram can provide more informative statistical information,
such as the median and min-max value, than the vanilla density plot
without occupying more spaces. In addition, we have considered to
overlay the bars on the violin diagram. Despite this design is more
space-efficient, we discard it considering several reasons. First, the
design would cause severe visual clutter problems that bars with
same absolute value would overlay on each other. In addition, users
may find it difficult to perceive the bar lengths from the background
distribution information, which might leads to interpretation errors.
Hence, we select current design as the final design decision based
on the above reasons.
5. Usage Scenario
In this usage scenario, we describe Alex, a wine collector, plans
to dispose of some low-quality wines in his collection. He loads
the Red Wine Quality dataset [UCI18] into Oui and aims to verify
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Fixed Acidity

Volatile Acidity

Second, although LOF shares many outliers with other algorithms,
it has many exclusively ones (Fig. 1c4 ). Alex decides to further investigate these two interesting patterns respectively (G3).

Fixed Acidity

Volatile Acidity

Figure 4: Examining wine 147 in the Value Distribution View: (a)
the context is the whole dataset; (b) the context is the selected local
neighborhood points of wine 147.
whether the detected outliers have low quality. The dataset contains
11 numerical attributes, such as Fix Acidity, Sulphates, and so on.
From the dark blue circles (Fig. 1B), Alex identifies a wine (ID
= 258), which was bought before his wine cellar was renovated. He
suspects that this wine has been contaminated during the renovating
period, so he clicks on the corresponding circle to highlight wine
258 in both the Value Distribution View and the Algorithm Matrix View to examine the detailed information (G4). In the Value
Distribution View, he observes that this wine has values outside the
whiskers of the box plots on several attributes. As shown in Fig. 1D,
wine 258 has extremely large values on Residual Sugar, Chlorides,
and Free Sulfur Dioxide, while extremely small value on Alcohol
(G1, G2). He thinks these indicators suggest that this wine may
go bad and wants to further examine which outlier detection algorithms have detected this wine as an outlier, so that he can further
examine whether the other outliers found by these algorithms also
have low quality.
Then, he switches to the Algorithm Matrix View (Fig. 1c1 ), and
observes that all the outlier detection algorithms detect this wine as
an outlier. Apart from wine 258, four other wines are also detected
as outliers by all algorithms. To quickly observe the differences between these five wines, he clicks the Score button to display the
generated outlier scores of these wines. By observing the circle
color distribution of each row (Fig. 1c2), he finds that kNN and
LOF share a similar but special score distribution where only one
circle (wine 286) is colored in dark blue while other circles all have
a low saturation. This indicates that these two algorithms both exhibit an extremely unbalanced score distribution, in which one data
item has been assigned with a very high outlier score while other
data items have small outlier scores (G1, G3).
To investigate why wine 286 obtains this high score, he clicks
on the circle to add it into the Value Distribution View for further
examination. From the Value Distribution View, he observes that
Total Sulfur Dioxide has a value of 289 (Fig. 1d3 ), which deviates
significantly from the top whiskers of the box plot (G2) and exceeds the maximum legal limits for this attribute [JLMdO11]. As
the value is so abnormal, he infers that the data of wine 286 might
be inaccurately documented.
From the Algorithm Matrix View, Alex has also observed two
interesting patterns (Fig. 1c1 ). First, many data points are exclusively identified as outliers by both iForest and HBOS (Fig. 1c3 ).
c 2019 The Author(s)
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He first examines the outliers exclusively detected by both iForest and HBOS. By clicking on the corresponding rows in the Algorithm Matrix View, the outliers detected by both algorithms are
highlighted in the Data Overview (G4). In Fig. 1B, He observes
that a small cluster has been formed among these highlighted circles (e.g., wine 138 and 236). By examining the detailed information in the Value Distribution View, he also observes that these outliers have similar values on most attributes (G2). From the vertical
positions of highlighted outlier bars, Alex finds that these wines
all have very small values on both Fixed Acidity and Citric Acid
(Fig. 1d1 ), which indicates that these wines have “flat flavor” as
these attributes are critical for the taste and flavor of wine.
He also investigates the outliers exclusively detected by LOF.
He hovers on the corresponding row to highlight these outliers in
the Data Overview. In Fig. 1b1 , He observes that wine 147 is surrounded by normal data (G1). To verify whether it is an outlier, He
clicks on the corresponding circle and highlight it in the Value Distribution View (G4). Then, he surprisingly finds that this wine does
not have extreme values on any dimensions (Fig. 4a). Furthermore,
the outlier bar length is rather short, which indicates that wine 147
is not significantly different from other wines in general. To ensure that wine 147 still maintains a high quality, he further draws
a lasso to select some neighbor points (Fig. 1b1 ) as the local context in which he can inspect wine 147 in a finer granularity (G2).
The violin plots in the Value Distribution View are then updated to
display the distribution and statistics of the selected context. From
the vertical position of the outlier bar of wine 147, he observes that
it has rather large Fixed Acidity and Volatile Acid, which indicates
that wine 147 may be too sour compared to its neighboring wines
(Fig. 4b). Since Alex prefers sweet flavors, he considers wine 147
as an outlier. Therefore, Alex decides to dispose of the abnormal
wines analyzed above, such as wine 147 and 258.

6. User Study
We conducted a user study to assess the effectiveness of our system for outlier interpretation. A formal comparative study between
Oui and a baseline outlier visualization system is not applicable
because the existing systems either do not focus on outlier interpretation or are limited to specific data types. In addition, tasks that
involve outlier interpretation may require users to inspect different
perspectives of outliers in various contexts, which cannot be simplified to yes or no questions. Thus, we chose to conduct a qualitative
user study rather than a controlled quantitative experiment.

6.1. Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 12 participants (ten males and two females, aged 19
to 28 (mean = 24, SD = 2.4)) with normal to corrected-to-normal
vision. All the participants were undergraduate or postgraduate students. Most of the participants majored in computer science, while
one participant majored in chemistry. All the participants have a
technical background, but with limited knowledge of outliers. The
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experiment was conducted on a laptop computer with an external
24-inch display of resolution 1920 × 1080 pixels.
6.2. Dataset
We adopted the Numbeo quality-of-life dataset [Num18], which
describes the overall living conditions of 176 cities worldwide.
This dataset contains eight numerical attributes: Purchasing Power,
Safety, Health Care, Living Cost, Affordability (a measurement for
house purchase affordability), Traffic, Environment, and Climate.
6.3. Tasks and Design
Ten tasks were designed to cover all the important perspectives of
the design goals for outlier interpretation (Table 1). We intended to
evaluate whether our system can assist users in understanding and
examining why a data item is an outlier as well as identifying the
different characteristics of the outlier. We had carried out several
pilot studies to ensure the tasks were designed properly. The participants needed to utilize all views in Oui to successfully accomplish
all the tasks. Users are required to perform all tasks in a sequential
order. Specifically, Task 1 and Task 3 mainly focus on evaluating
whether the Data Overview can help users identify the diverse types
of outliers. Tasks 4–6 assess whether the Algorithm Matrix View
can provide users an overview and allow them to compare outliers
detected by different algorithms for further data exploration. Task 2
and Tasks 7–8 evaluate whether the Value Distribution View helps
users analyze whether and why a data point is an outlier from the
global context. Tasks 9 and 10 are follow-up questions of Task 8.
Specifically, Task 9 focuses on identifying a local context and analyzing its distribution, and Task 10 focuses on evaluating whether
the selected data point is an outlier deviating from the local context.

and the rating of each question in the questionnaire. Then, we computed the means and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of all participants. We also took notes of the questions and feedback raised by
participants for further analysis.
6.5.1. Completion Time
The detailed completion time of each task is shown in Fig. 5. In
general, all participants managed to complete the tasks in a short
period of time. However, three tasks (Tasks 2, 4, and 9) took longer
time than the other tasks. This is reasonable for Tasks 2 and 9 because Task 2 requires participants to first select one outlier and examine all attribute columns to discover on which attributes the data
points significantly deviates from the normal data, and Task 9 requires participants to manually draw a lasso to define the local context of a selected data point. On the other hand, the fact that Task 4
took a rather longer time is unexpected. Our hypothesis is that participants can identify any two similar sets of outliers with a quick
glimpse, but in the user study, many of the participants spent a lot
of time to find the most similar pair of outlier sets instead of any
two similar ones by cross-checking several times.
6.5.2. Questionnaire Results
The questionnaire is designed to evaluate whether our system has
fulfilled all the design goals as mentioned in Sec. 3 and the overall
performance. Specifically, the questionnaire contains goal-related
questions and overall questions. For the goal-related questions, they
have been separated into four parts and each part (three questions)
corresponds to a goal. The overall questions inquiry users about the
overall characteristics of our system, such as the interactions, aesthetics, and usefulness. Many participants reported that the system
is useful for understanding and interpreting outliers, the visualization is visually pleasing, and the interactions are easy in general.

6.4. Procedure
We began each study with a brief introduction on the outliers and
the visual interfaces of our system. During the introduction, we
used the Wine dataset to help participants to get familiar with our
system. After the introduction, we encouraged the participants to
freely explore our system and try diverse interactions with the Wine
dataset. The participants were asked to think aloud and raise questions when they encountered problems during the exploration stage.
In the formal study, to avoid the memorization effect on the Wine
dataset, we adopted the Numbeo quality-of-life dataset for users to
perform all the tasks. After the participants finished all ten tasks,
they were asked to fill out a questionnaire including 15 questions
about the effectiveness and aesthetics of our system. Each question
is designed to evaluate our system using a 7-likert scale ranging
from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). Furthermore, we conducted a post-study interview to gather participants’ feedback on
our system, such as which view is their favorite. The whole process which includes the introduction, tasks, questionnaire, and the
post-study interview lasted around one hour.
6.5. Results
We now present the results obtained from the controlled user study.
For each participant, we record the completion time of each task

6.5.3. Subjective Feedback
We also conducted post-study interviews to inquiry more feedback
from the participants on the Oui. In this post-study interviews, most
participants appreciated the usefulness and effectiveness of Oui in
helping them understand whether and why a data item is an outlier.
The questions asked are listed as follows: What views or features
do you like most? Which parts do you think need to be improved?
Which scenarios or domains do you think the system may help with
outlier interpretation?
Favorite Features. Most participants (75%) like the Value Distribution View the best. Many participants commented that the
Value Distribution View provides a straightforward and clear way
for them to interpret outliers. A participant commented that “ From
the Value Distribution View, I can inspect exactly which attributes
are the reasons that cause the data item as an outlier.” Other participants added that “I can see the normal range, so that I can determine whether the data deviates significantly on each attribute.”
One participants also conveyed that this view is visually pleasing.
Some participants also valued the insights provided by the Algorithm Matrix View. One participants commented that “I like that
the Algorithm Matrix View allows me to view the results of different
algorithms simultaneously. This improves the credibility of results
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Task Description
T1 Can you identify any data points that are most strongly predicted as outliers? If yes, please specify the data points.
T2 Select one outlier you identified in T1; can you identify on which attributes that this point significantly deviates from the
distribution of normal data?
T3 Can you identify any rare categories (outliers that form a tiny cluster)?
T4 Can you identify two algorithms that detect a similar set of outliers?
T5 For the two algorithms you identified in T4, how many outliers are detected by both of them?
T6 For the two algorithms you identified in T4, do they also share a similar outlier score distribution?
T7 Given a data point A, does it deviate significantly from other data points on Attribute Affordability?
T8 Considering all the attributes excluding Affordability, does A deviate significantly from the normal data? If so, how does it
deviate from the normal data?
T9 Draw a lasso around the neighborhood points of A to specify its local context. Can you describe the distribution of the local
context on Attribute Affordability in the Value Distribution View?
T10 Can you identify on which attributes A deviates significantly from the distribution of the local context selected in T9?
Table 1: Experimental tasks conducted to cover all the important perspectives of the design goals for outlier interpretation.
35
30

completion time (s)

as I can hardly trust the results of any single algorithm.” On the
other hand, some participants valued the importance of the Data
Overview, e.g., “The Data Overview can provide a starting point
to explore the outliers and link with other views for further exploration.” Three participants also demonstrated that the local context
is useful for interpret outliers, e.g., “I like the setting of local context, so that I can focus on comparing the outliers with its neighborhood points, which is more effective and meaningful.”

25
20
15
10
5

Limitations and Improvement. Apart from the positive feedback, the participants also provided several suggestions on improving our system. For the Data Overview, three participants who spent
relatively long time to select the local context of a selected outlier,
commented that it would take a while for them to get familiar with
how to draw a lasso efficiently. This suggests that there might be
a small learning curve for some participants to draw a lasso fluently. For the Algorithm Matrix View, three participants can flexibly choose the combinations of outlier sets detected by different
algorithms, instead of searching through all the combinations each
time. We added a function in the Algorithm Matrix View to allow
users to issue any query of the algorithm combinations. Two participants requested that, after they selected one point in the Data
Overview, they wanted to examine the details of the corresponding
highlighted bars in the Value Distribution View. However, when
they hover the mouse inside the Value Distribution View, other
bars are highlighted whenever the mouse went. Therefore, when
any point has been selected in the Data Overview, we keep the corresponding bars in the Value Distribution View highlighted unless
the point is unselected in the Data Overview.
Applications. Apart from the visual design, most participants
also appreciated that our system can be useful in many domain application scenarios. Many participants commented that the system
can be very useful in financial and medical area. In addition, three
participants commented that our system could be useful for data
cleaning, e.g., “The system can be used to analyze the input data.
For example, whether the data is biased or contains noise.” Two
participants whose research direction is system development also
reported that “The system can be very useful for debugging which
parts went wrong in the large scale system.”
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: Average completion times for each task. Error bars show
95% confidence intervals (n = 12).
7. Discussion
7.1. Scalability
Similar to many visualization systems, one crucial problem we considered during the process of designing Oui is the scalability.
In the Data Overview, too many data points could cause severe overlapping problems. To mitigate this problem, we increase
the distances between overlapped circles using an overlap removal
technique. In addition, we support users to interact, including
zooming and panning, to focus on certain regions of interest. In our
system, the Data Overview can support hundreds to thousands of
data points overall. We can further improve the scalability by adopting clustering, sampling, or highlighting techniques. For instance,
when the data size grows larger, we can adopt an outlier-based random sampling approach to address the scalability issue [LXL∗ 18].
By assigning a higher sampling rate for outliers than for the normal
data items, we can efficiently alleviate the visual clutter problem
while still maintaining the presentation of outliers.
In the Value Distribution View, we support visualization of eight
attributes in the same window. This number of attribute columns
is usually sufficient as the visual capacity of human is limited to
about three to seven objects [SK12]. For datasets with more attributes, users can use the scroll bar to inspect all the attributes.
Thus, the cardinality of total attributes in the datasets is not limited.
To further improve the scalability, one design choice is to aggregate
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attributes with similar distributions together and show hierarchical
levels of attributes. Users can obtain an overview of the attribute
distributions and further examine the attributes of interest via interactions. When many outliers have similar values of an attribute,
the bars in the corresponding column may encounter visual clutter
problem. To alleviate it, we offer an option to arrange the bars according to their relative values rather than absolute values. In case
the number of outliers grows even larger, we can select the bars of
higher interest or cluster the bars to further reduce visual clutter.
In the Algorithm Matrix View, the intersections of outlier sets
detected by different algorithms may grow exponentially with the
number of algorithms. Therefore, we support users to use the vertical scroll bar to browse the intersections. When the number of algorithms becomes even larger, we can aggregate these intersections
according to the number of algorithms in the intersection. Users can
expand the rows to further examine the intersections of interest and
can also collapse certain rows to filter out the non-interested results.
In addition, we also plan to support users to flexibly issue a query
to directly obtain the result of any intersections. On the other hand,
the number of outliers displayed in a row is limited by the space
of the Algorithm Matrix View. To address this issue, we sort the
outliers according the number of algorithms that detected them in
an descending order from left to right. Therefore, the outliers that
are more strongly predicted are displayed by default. We can also
aggregate the column of outliers to further improve the scalability.
The Data Table is designed for displaying and accessing raw
data. We support interactions such as searching and scrolling. Users
can glance at the data by scrolling, and locate the data of interests
quickly by searching when the data size increases.
7.2. Generalization
First, Oui can be easily extended to support ordinal or categorical
attributes. For ordinal attributes, we can calculate the universal distances for both numerical attributes and ordinal attributes simultaneously. For categorical attributes, we can use the one-hot encoding
to represent categorical attribute values. Then, we can calculate the
distances between data points using these vectors.
Although Oui mainly focuses on outlier interpretation, it can also
be applied to data cleaning to improve the data quality. In machine
learning area, the quality of training data has strong influence on
algorithm developments. We can use Oui to identify the noise in
input training datasets and remove inappropriate data points. Then
we can feed the processed data into downstream machine learning
models to improve model performances.
7.3. Target Users
We consider our target users as the data analysts from various domains who need to identify the domain-specific outliers based on
their specific requirements. We assume that they have sufficient domain knowledge and basic skills on data analytics and understanding common visualization such as scatter plots and violin plots. By
navigating through different views in Oui and exploring the data of
interests, we aim to facilitate them to further examine the detected
outliers and interpret the defining characteristics via our system to
make decisions.

8. Reflections on Design
Switching between local and global contexts. When interpreting outliers, users usually need to switch between local and global
contexts. For example, a user’s exploration often starts with obtaining an overview on outlier detection results and the differences
between various algorithms. Afterwards, they need to drill down to
a set of interested outliers to understand how they deviate from the
normal data. And users may also return to a global perspective to
examine normal data distribution or to explore other outliers. This
requires the system to support a smooth navigation through different views to enable such exploration processes. In our system, all
the views are linked together so that users can select an outlier from
the Data Overview, observing which algorithms detect this data instance as an outlier from the Algorithm Matrix View, and identifying its defining characteristics from the Value Distribution View.
We suggest that following work may also support users to switch
between local and global contexts smoothly.
Enabling flexible and effective comparison. As different algorithms detect outliers using different assumptions, they usually
capture diverse sets of outliers. A visualization system on outlier
interpretation should enable a flexible and effective comparison to
understanding the characteristics of both outliers and algorithms
For example, in our Algorithm Matrix View, we utilize the algorithm combination glyph to enable users quickly identifying the
common outlier groups detected by multiple algorithms.
Scalability. Scalability is a major concern when designing outlier interpretation system. As the data size increases, the number
of detected outliers also grows, which may impose crucial challenges to the design. We have adopted different methods such as
sampling, aggregation, and interactions, to improve scalability. We
suggest future research on outlier interpretation needs to consider
the scalability problem carefully before designing the system.
9. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented Oui, an interactive visualization
system that helps users interpret and justify the outliers that are automatically detected by different outlier detection algorithms. Oui
provides an overview and an algorithm matrix view to support the
browsing and exploration of all outliers. The system also helps
users interpret the outliers by offering the detailed information of
each attribute. A case study with real-world data and a user study
demonstrate the effectiveness of Oui in outlier interpretation.
Oui has many promising directions in the future research. First,
we aim to further analyze in which subspaces the outliers are most
separated from the normal data for better interpretation. Second,
we want to enhance the scalability of our system for larger datasets
by integrating the methods we have discussed in this paper. In addition, we plan to further evaluate the effectiveness of our system in
real-world application scenarios and conduct more comprehensive
user studies such as engaging more participants.
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